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The Field Studies represent a sort of pun in painting.  As I key into the tradition of color note 
taking outdoors (in the field), the pieces convey specific colors as they appear in nature.  For 
example, the top four inches of Field Study 2 suggest notations in color, hues from a meadow I 
have mixed based on my direct observation. It feels like a meadow, my memory of experiencing 
a meadow, and may evoke “meadow” in a collective memory as well. 
 
This is a traditional way artists have worked outdoors in landscape painting, bringing a fresh and 
true knowledge of color back into the studio.  For me, the "field studies" or color sketches have 
freed me from the trap of a preconceived "sky blue," allowing immediacy, nuance, and precision 
in recording the conscious moment, in nature.  The blue of the sky may actually be a hovering 
grey on top of a resonant shell pink, as in Field Study 11.  This actual recording of visual 
perception is the first part of my intent in naming the work "Field Studies." 
 
Secondly, I am referring to the process of painting.  These works are very much quotations from 
my palettes, the direct artifacts or byproducts from the act of painting.  In the mid 1990s,  in my 
oil paintings, I noticed a certain opaqueness, or difficulty in seeing the work. This puzzled me. 
While the layered skins of paint evoked their own purpose, meaning, even history, I found 
myself more engaged with my mixing palettes, the somewhat casual and causal byproduct of 
the painting process.  I saved several of these daily records, throw away paper palettes, the 
surface on which I originally had mixed the paint for the more studied, elaborated canvases.  In 
that way, I discovered a new direction and movement for my painting.  I had always worked on 
my upright canvases from the palettes on a flat surface.  Now flat, the marks and spills, color 
patches, attain a certain freedom or lack of formal structure; the order we once expected of 
painting is gone. The Field Studies broke my earlier tendency to treat a painting as a window 
into an illusory three-dimensional space.  The first time I exhibited these works, the first six of 
the series, I placed them in a vitrine, lying flat, along a horizontal plane. 
 
The Field Studies represent an ongoing investigation.  The numbers specify the order in which 
the works were completed.  I began the series in 1997.  There are now over forty of the Field 
Studies.  The first two thirds of the group was exhibited together in a large grid at the Old Jail Art 
Center, Albany, Texas in 2000. 
 


